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Abstract: In this era of digital world, with the evolution of technology, there is an essential need for 

optimization of online digital data and information. Nowadays, Security and Authenticity of digital data has 

become a big challenge. This paper proposes an innovative method to authenticate the digital documents. A new 

method of QR code is introduced here, which allows multiple encryption and decryption of digital data.  

In this paper, we propose a new method, where the resume of a candidate will be encoded in QR [Quick 

Response] Code in encrypted form, so that if an intruder tries to change the data in the resume then he cannot 

do that. This is because; the encryption key is unknown to him. 

Encryption changes data or information that is normally plaintext through the usage of an algorithm so that 
someone must possess certain knowledge to access it. This special knowledge is normally called a key. For 

example, something is encrypted if someone must enter a password to access it. Encrypted QR codes are QR 

codes that everyone cannot scan and access. They are not very common, since most QR codes are used in 

marketing, and the developers of those codes want them to be accessible by everyone. Secure QR codes can be 

made that make the scanner enter a password to be able to access the content. 

 

I. Introduction 

Quick Response (QR) code is a type of 2 dimensional matrix barcode, which gained popularity because 

of its large capacity to hold digital data and it can be integrated in any mobile devices. It can be applied to 

encrypt data in defense system, banking sector, mobile network.QR code was invented by DENSO 

CORPORATION in 1994. Approved as AIMI Standard in 1997 and ISO/IEC Standard in 2000. Adapted as an 
industry-wide standard code by  AIAG, JAMA and JTA. High readability by a reader is pursued.QR code is a 

barcode which is readable by any camera-enabled smart phone. They are typically seen as a white square with 

black geometric shapes.Users point their phones at the QR code, scan it, and are then taken to the end data.  This 

could be text, a website, a YouTube video, a podcast… 

QR Codes are two-dimensional bar-codes with unlimited potential for embedded information. The QR 

code was developed by the automotive sector for tracking parts and data associated with the parts. Unlike 

traditional bar codes commonly used in retail, the QR code is capable of storing mass information and links to 

digital media. 

The QR code is multifaceted and can function as a link or storage system for information. The QR 

codes are scanned by a digital device and the user is either provided with the information embedded in the QR 

code or routed to the link associated with the QR code. Link codes are common but the reach of QR codes is 

unlimited and these codes are gaining popularity in retail, web and mobile applications. 
 

II. Methods 
We use TTJSA [1] encryption algorithm, which was designed by Nath et al. and is an amalgamation of 

three different cryptographic modules: generalized modified Vernam cipher [1], MSA [2] and NJJSA [3], for the 

encryption purpose of data in the QR Code. After encrypting the data, we embed the data in the QR Code using 

a set of different protocols and ultimately generate the encrypted QR Code. 

Till now, only few articles in the concerned area are published. The proposed analysis will choose two of 

the algorithms namely DJSA and NJJSAA [1],[2]. By going through this work [1],[2], they propose  the key 

generation and almost the same process for the encryption as well as  a contrary multiple encryption using bit 
exchange, right shift and XOR operation makes the system of NJJSAA differ from DJSA. Both [1],[2] results in  

large mathematical calculations and  CPU processing. This leads to unnecessary encryption time 

consumption.[3],[4] also gives the insight about different proportions of power consumption. TTJSA [1] is a 

combined symmetric key cryptographic method, which is formed of generalized modified Vernam cipher, MSA 

and NJJSA symmetric key cryptographic methods. 
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A) Modified Vernam Cipher 
In this step, we break the whole file into different small blocks (like in Block Cipher system []), where 

each block size should be less than or equal to 256 bytes. Then we follow these steps: 
Step1: Perform normal Vernam Cipher method with the block of randomized key i.e. each byte of blocks of the 

file + each byte of the blocks of randomized key. 

Step 2: If the pointer reaches the end of each block then after performing Vernam Cipher method, pass the 

remainder of the addition of the last byte of the file block with the last byte of the key to the next file block and 

add the remainder with the first byte of the that file block. (This mechanism is called feedback mechanism) 

Step 3: Perform Step 1 and Step 2 until the whole file is encrypted and repeat this step for random number of 

times. After performing the aforementioned steps, we again merge the blocks of the encrypted file and thus we 

get the final encrypted result of this modified Vernam Cipher method. 

 

b) NJJSAA Algorithm 

The encryption number (=secure) and randomization number (=times) is calculated according to the method 
mentioned in MSA algorithm [2]. 

Step 1: Read 32 bytes at a time from the input file. 

Step 2: Convert 32 bytes into 256 bits and store in some 1- dimensional array. 

Step 3: Choose the first bit from the bit stream and also the corresponding number(n) from the key matrix. 

Interchange the 1st bit and the n-th bit of the bit stream. 

Step 4: Repeat step-3 for 2nd bit, 3rd bit...256-th bit of the bit stream 

Step 5: Perform right shift by one bit. 

Step 6: Perform bit(1) XOR bit(2), bit(3) XOR bit(4),...,bit(255) XOR bit(256) 

Step 7: Repeat Step 5 with 2 bit right, 3 bit right,...,n bit right shift followed by Step 6 after each completion of 

right bit shift. 

 

III. Generation of QR Code 
To create a QR code [9][10][11] is we first create a string of data bits. This string includes the 

characters of the original message (encrypted message in this case) that you are encoding, as well as some 

information bits that will tell a QR decoder what type of QR Code it is. 

After generating the aforementioned string of bits, we use it to generate the error correction code words 

for the QR Code. QR Codes use Reed-Solomon Error Correction technique [10][12]. 

 

IV. Algorithms 
I) Algorithm of TTJSA (Encryption):  
Step 1: Start  

Step 2: Initialize the matrix mat[16][16] with numbers 0 to 255 in row major wise.  

Step 3: call keygen() to calculate randomization number (=times), encryption number (=secure). 

Step 4: call randomization() function to randomize the contents of mat[16][16].  

Step 5: times2=times  

Step 6: copy file f1 into file2  

Step 7: k=1  

Step 8: if k>secure go to Step 15  

Step 9: p=k%6  

Step 10: if p=0 then  
Callvernamenc(file2,outf1) times=times2 

callnjjsaa(outf1,outf2) 

callmsa_encryption(outf2,file1) 

Step 11: call function file_rev(file1,outf1)  

Step 12: copy file outf1 into file2  

Step 13: k=k+1  

Step 14: goto Step 8  

Step 15: End 

 

II) Algorithm of vernamenc(f1,f2):  

Step 1: Start vernamenc() function 
Step 2: The matrix mat[16][16] is initialized with numbers 0-255 in row major wise order. 

Step 3: call function randomization() to randomize the contents of mat[16][16].  

Step 4: Copy the elements of random matrix mat[16][16] into key[256] (row major wise)  

Step 5: pass=1, times3=1, ch1=0  
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Step 6: Read a block from the input file f1 where number of characters in the block 256 characters  

Step 7: If block size < 256 then goto Step 15  

Step 8: copy all the characters of the block into an array str[256] 
Step 9: call function encryption where str[] is passed as parameter along with the size of the current block Step 

10: if pass=1 then 

times=(times+times3*11)%64  

pass=pass+1  

Step 11: call function randomization() with current value of times  

Step 12: copy the elements of mat[16][16] into key[256]  

Step 13: read the next block  

Step 14: goto Step 7 

Step 15: copy the last block (residual character if any) into str[]  

Step 16: call function encryption() using str[] and the no. of residual characters 

Step 17: Return 

 

V. Results 
a. Using NJJSA Algorithm 

   
  

      
              

b. Using Modified Vernam Chiper 
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Main GUI window for Enc-Dec 

 

 
Encryption of the resume and generating the QR code 

 

VI. Tables 
          Formats Mean Square      Error              PSNR 

           .tif      9496.56             8.36 

          .jpg      2262.03            14.62 

         .png      1083.96            17.81 

Table for NJJSA method 

 
          Formats         Mean Square Error              PSNR 

           .tif      9442.49             8.41 

          .jpg      2250.22            14.64 

         .png      1079.32            17.83 

Table for Vernam Chiper method 

 

VII. Applications and Advantages 
1. Advantages of all 2D symbols are integrated in the QR code. 

2. Large data capacity 

3. High density 
4. High-speed reading 

5. 360-degree reading 

6. Error correction capability 

7. Special characters and alphanumeric are supported. 

 

VIII. Conclusion and Future Scope 
In the present work, it is mainly focused on confidential encrypted data hiding in QR code.  

A smart phone running on Android or iOS or any other new generation of mobile OS, can be used to 

extract the encrypted data from embedded QR-code and finally that data to be decrypted using the TTJSA 
decryption algorithm. 

In the present work, we have used three types of algorithms to Encrypt and Decrypt the data or any 

type of information. With the analysis of all these three algorithms using different formats of images we 

conclude that the Vernam method is more acceptable to encrypt the images or data. Comparing, NJJSAA 
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algorithm as it has the larger PSNR value and Less MSE value it is not considered much for the encrypting of 

any information. 

This work can be further improved by using the other algorithms which can give the less PSNR values 
and MSE values. The future scope of this work is that the QR codes can be generated without using any 

algorithms i.e. by using the android ios which can be easier to develop and use. The android can have the built 

in application where it can just be scanned and stored for further use and this may also help in decreasing the 

time consumption of the processor. 
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